An atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, with a few nm-thick noble metal coating, gives rise to strong electric-field at the near-field of tip apex, i.e. hot spot, when illuminated with a beam of light linearly polarized in the axial direction. This strong near-field enables resolving molecular landscape or nano-scale defects on crystal surfaces in apertureless scanning near field optical microscopy or tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy applications. However, strong near fields appear only at certain illumination wavelengths at which material and geometry dependent plasmon resonances take place. Once the metal coated tip is manufactured, optimal operation wavelength remains fixed since the material and geometry of the tip apex remains fixed. Here, we show for the first time a method which renders an AFM tip useful at wavelengths off-resonant to its plasmon resonances. The technique relies on decoration of the tip with appropriate auxiliary molecules. For instance, a tip originally bearing a plasmon resonance at λp = 581 nm can be effectively operated off-resonantly at λexc = 532 nm, when it is decorated by an appropriate auxiliary molecule. Furthermore, the near-field is found to be strongest just below the auxiliary molecule which enables a single-molecule-size ultra-high spatial resolution imaging. We demonstrate the phenomenon with exact solutions of 3D Maxwell equations. We also show why such an enhancement takes place.
Metal nano-structures (MNSs) can confine incident radiation into nm-size hot spots thanks to plasmon resonances. This plasmon mediated confined near-field can be 3 to 4 orders of magnitude stronger than the incident field depending on the material, geometry and wavelength [1] . The strong near-field can be utilized for various applications, such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and apertureless scanning near field optical microscopy (aSNOM) [2, 3] . SERS enables the detection of even a single molecule [4] with high spatial resolution [5] .
In addition to its benefits in Raman spectroscopy, increased strength of the nano-scale local near-field at these hot spots also plays a crucial role in achieving highspatial resolution with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in aSNOMs which rely on detection of scattered field within the probe-specimen interaction volume. The scattered field generated in the near-field of the probe-specimen interaction is detected at the far-field in various interferometric designs at the specific wavelength of operation. aSNOM produces a 2D spatial map of the near-field that is generated on the surface of the specimen at the operation wavelength. This technique has successfully been utilized in a broad wavelength range spanning entire visible, near IR (NIR), and longer up to the long wavelength IR (LWIR) range.
aSNOM has been used to detect crystallization defects on surfaces [6] , to image molecular landscape of biological materials [7] , the material distribution of alloys [8] , surface phonon polariton waves [9] , etc. Besides the imaging applications, hot spots (generated at the aSNOM tip apexes) can be utilized for nm-size scissors and manipulation purposes, e.g. for manipulating DNA sequences with electromagnetic field [10, 11] .
Strong enhancement in the light-matter interaction not only enables the detection of molecules, but it also makes path interference effects appear. When the localized plasmon excitation is coupled to a long-life oscillator, e.g. a dark mode or a molecule, Fano resonances (FRs) appear. A transparency window, an absorption dip, shows up in the plasmon spectrum which coincides with the resonance (level-spacing) of the long-life oscillator (molecule) [12] . FRs are also referred to as the plasmonic analog of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in the literature [13, 14] .
FRs can control both linear and nonlinear response of plasmonic nanostructures. They can do this in two different ways. (a) An FR can enhance the lifetime of plasmon excitations near the transparency window [15] [16] [17] [18] . This lifetime enhancement leads to a stronger near-field, i.e. dark-hot resonances [19] , that is it enhances the linear response. The same phenomenon can be adapted to control the nonlinear response. It is experimentally demonstrated that, when the driven and the converted frequencies match with two dark-hot resonances, SERS [20] [21] [22] and (second harmonic generation) SHG [23] can be enhanced several orders of magnitude on top of the enhancement due to localization. This enhancement appears due to the further enhancement of the driven hot spot intensity and the one in which converted frequency takes place.
Alternatively, (b), path interference can enhance the nonlinear response without increasing the hot spot intensities. This phenomenon, demonstrated also with 3D simulations, is useful especially in SERS applications. Because, it can increase the Raman signal further (by 2-3 orders) without altering the hotspot intensity, hence avoiding the damage of the imaged molecule [24] . Similar enhancement phenomena are also demonstrated in four-wave mixing [25, 26] and SHG [27] [28] [29] . Appearance of the enhancement and suppression in these processes can be explained with a basic analytical model. Coupling introduces an extra term in denominator of the effective susceptibility. (b.i) When this extra term cancels the non-resonant term, this yields enhancement in the response. (b.ii) Suppression appears when the extra term is large and dominates the denominator. Such an interplay in the denominator appears also when the plasmon excitation couples to a quantum emitter (QE), i.e. a molecule, nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center or a quantum dot (QD), in place of a dark-mode. Since the underlying physics is similar, we refer to them also as FRs in this manuscript.
A similar treatment can be carried out for the linear response (see Eq. (5) and Ref. [30] ). That is, (b.ii) when extra term dominates the denominator, i.e. suppression takes place, the well known transparency window of the FR appears at the frequency of the long-life mode, λ eg or λ DM . (b.i) Enhancement of the linear response at a certain excitation frequency can appear due to cancellation in the denominator. In other words, a plasmon mode can be excited (driven) by a frequency, at which normally no response is expected. This driven frequency is different than both the plasmon resonance frequency and the resonance frequency of the dark-mode (or QE).
The pronounced phenomenon, off-resonance excitation [30] , is not to be confused with further enhancement of the hot spot near the transparency (FR) window, i.e. dark-hot resonances [19] . Dark-hot resonances take place, owing to the enhanced plasmon lifetime, near the resonance of the long-life oscillation, at λ DM or λ eg . In the off-resonance excitation phenomenon, the extra term in the denominator interferes with the original term in such a way that susceptibility becomes non-vanishing even larger than its magnitude at the resonance, at some driven frequency which is off-resonant to both system resonances.
In this manuscript, we utilize this phenomenon, offresonant excitation via FRs, to operate a metal coated AFM tip beyond its plasmon resonances. First, we demonstrate the phenomenon on a basic analytic model and show that it is possible to operate the tip at offresonant frequencies. Next, we present the exact solutions of the 3D Maxwell equations for a silicon AFM tip with a 10 nm gold coating. We consider an AFM tip decorated scarcely with auxiliary (aux) molecules of resonance λ eg . We show that a 10 4 times enhanced nearfield appears as compared to the incident one (I 0 ), at λ exc =532 nm, with an aux molecule of λ eg =579 nm, for a tip which originally does not have a plasmon resonance at lambda=532nm. This is even 10 2 times larger than the near-field at resonances, that is 10 2 I 0 , see Fig. 1 . Without the aux molecule, the near-field is very close to zero at λ exc =532 nm. We demonstrate this phenomenon for different aux molecule resonances, λ eg .
In SNOM, the lateral resolution is limited to about 50 nm, which is the typical size of aperture at the tapered optical fiber end. In aSNOM, since an optical aperture is not required, the lateral resolution can be as low as sub-5 nm, which is determined by the tip apex diameter.
In the proposed technique based on aSNOM, the presence of an aux molecule enhances the field only in a small region below that molecule. Since the λ exc is offresonant to other positions of the tip apex, a striking auxmolecule-size resolution can "in principle" be achieved in aSNOMs, see Figs. 2-4. Finally, we also compare our basic analytical model with 3D simulations. We find that the two results agree with each other for realistic values of the coupling constant. The technique can practically be implemented in a dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) [31] , or molecular nanografting-like fashion [32] in an experimental context, where the tip is decorated with molecules by dipping the tip apex deliberately in a droplet of molecule solution (in DPN), or the molecules can be picked from the surface by scratching a dense selfassembled mono-layer occupied area of the sample by the tip (in nanografting). This enables the operation of a manufactured tip at other frequencies than its original plasmonic resonance landscape.
B. A basic analytical model
The system under study consists of a two level QE (aux molecule) with level spacing ω eg (λ eg ), a conical Au coated AFM tip and an Au substrate. Localized electromagnetic modes, surface plasmon resonances, are supported between the AFM tip and the substrate. The whole system is illuminated with an external field of optical frequency ω exc (λ exc ). The plasmon fieldâ j of the j-th mode produced by the localized surface plasmon excitation is determined by MNPBEM-simulation in the absence of the aux QE, Fig. 1 .
The Hamiltonian of the system can be written as the sum of the energy of the plasmon oscillations of the j-th mode (ω j ), quantum emitter (ω eg ), the energy transferred by the pump source (ω exc ) and the interaction between QE and plasmonic structurê
Hereâ j is the annihilation operator of j-th plasmonic mode, |g (|e ) is the ground (excited) state of the QE, f j , is the coupling strength between QE and metallic structure in units of frequency. The equations of the motion of the system can be derived by using Heisenberg equations, ihâ = [â,Ĥ]. Here we are interested in amplitudes, but not in correlations. We replace the operatorsâ and ρ mn = |m n| with complex numbers α and ρ mn respectively [33] . With the addition of damping rates γ j , γ eg and γ ee of j-th plasmon mode, off-diagonal and diagonal elements of QE's density matrix, respectively, we obtain the following equations for the amplitudes.
In the steady state, oscillations of the j-th mode of the plasmon amplitude and off-diagonal density matrix element support the driving frequency ω exc of the form α j =α j e −iωexct and ρ ge =ρ ge e −iωexct , respectively. The diagonal density matrix elements do not oscillate in the steady-state, i.e. ρ ii =ρ ii (i=e, g). With addition of the conservation of probability, ρ ee + ρ gg = 1, to Eq.(4), one can obtain steady state solution for the plasmon amplitudeα j as
where y = ρ ee − ρ gg is the population inversion [34] . A quick examination of the denominator of Eq. (5) can be sufficient to understand the origin of the off-resonant excitation and can be explained as follows. Without the second term in the denominator of Eq. 5, the response is weak when ω exc is off-resonant to plasmon modes ω j . However, when the second term is present, the imaginary part of the second term in the denominator of Eq.(5) can be tuned (i.e. by choosing ω eg ) to cancel the imaginary part of non-resonant, i(ω j − ω exc ) + γ j , term. In practice, this can be done by decorating the Au-coated AFM tip with QEs of appropriate level-spacing. When such a cancellation occurs, the plasmon-QE system can be operated at off-resonance frequencies. One can also consider the other way around. When the AFM-tip is decorated with some molecules, these molecules will yield a resonance out of the actual plasmon resonances, if the ω eg is in a certain (yet not narrow) range.
C. Simulations of 3D Maxwell equations 3D Simulations. We perform simulations with the exact solution of 3D Maxwell equations, in order to test the results of our anaytical model, against the retardation effects. We use MNPBEM [35, 36] , a freeware boundary element package. In the simulations, the structure is composed of a Au-coated Si AFM tip which is in close proximity of Au substrate. The off-the-shelf AFM tips do not generally have an ultra-sharp end. Therefore, the AFM tip is modeled to be a cone with a round end (radius of curvature of the AFM tip is taken as 50 nm). The tip-sample distance is kept at 5 nm throughout the simulations. Fig. 1 (a) shows the simulated structure. The tip-sample axis is taken to be along the z-axis and the substrate is taken to be in the x-y plane. The illuminating electromagnetic field is taken to propagate in the x-axis with a polarization along the z-axis. An auxiliary molecule of resonance λeg =579 nm and diameter 2 nm is placed 1.5 nm below the tip. The setup is illuminated with λexc =532 nm excitation. Molecule is modeled with a Lorenzian dielectric function [37] . (b) A strong electric field of intensity ∼2×10 4 I0 appears around the aux molecule, where path interference takes place. Note that the max hotspot intensity in Fig. 1(b) is only ∼200 times of the incident intensity I0.
When the nano-structure is illuminated with this light source, an intense near-field (hotspot) appears between the AFM tip and the substrate. In order to determine the plasmon resonances, we sweep the excitation wavelength and calculate the hotspot intensity (IHotSpot) at each wavelength. Fig. 1(b) shows the IHotSpot values versus the excitation wavelength. Fig. 1(b) shows that the system possesses 3 dominant plasmon modes at 581, 621 and 731 nm [38] . In Fig. 1(a) , we plot the hot spot field at the excitation wavelength of 700 nm to show that a strong near-field occurs between the AFM tip and the substrate.
When the setup is illuminated with an excitation wavelength of λexc=532 nm, we observe an almost vanishing hot spot intensity, see Fig. 1(b) . Next, we position the aux molecule of size 2 nm and λeg = 579 nm centered at 1.5 nm below the tip apex. We use a Lorentzian dielectric function for the aux molecule [37] . We choose its decay rate as γeg =2×10
11 Hz, a moderate quality QE. Our simulations show that, a strong (10 4 I0) electric field localized around the aux molecule appears, where the path interference takes place, see Fig. 2(a) . We underline that, excitation wavelength λexc =532 nm is substantially away both from the λeg =579 nm and from the nearest plasmon mode at λ1 =581 nm. When we place more of the same aux molecules to random positions on the tip apex we observe a similar behavior (not shown). Electric field is found to be localized around (and below) the aux molecules while it vanishes at nondecorated places. Such a setup can be realized via aforementioned DPL.
To achieve an single-molecule-size resolution, one needs to contaminate the tip with a very diluted solution of appropriate λeg aux molecules. Still, imaging of a few nm size nanostructure does not necessitate the presence of a single aux molecule at the tip apex. Single-molecule-size ultra-high resolution imaging of such a small sample is possible when the mean spacing between the aux molecules is sufficiently larger than the size of the sample. In Fig. 3 , we present a comparison of the λexc =532 nm aSNOM image of a fluorescent nanoparticle of 2 nm diameter (a) without the aux molecule (as in Fig. 1 ) and with the presence of the aux molecule (as in Fig. 2) .
After demonstrating that an AFM tip can be operated at off resonances, we also raise (and answer) the following question. Can we increase the hot spot intensity around (near) the resonances λ1,2,3? In Fig. 4 , we show that using a λeg = 819 nm aux molecule, the hot spot intensity at the tip apex can be enhanced by a factor of 10 3 , above the enhancement value of 10 2 , which is attained at a wavelength of λexc = 700 nm within its plasmon resonance band. Use of other λeg values results in similar enhancement factors for other excitation wavelengths. This appears via cancellations in the denominator of Eq. (5). One can also obtain a spatially uniform enhancement of the tip hot spot, by decorating the the tip apex with more of the same aux molecules. Actually, one can also contaminate the tip with a mixture of different types of aux molecules in order to obtain more number of enhancement peaks, arguably, enabling multicolor aSNOM operation. In Table I , we present the appropriate λeg values for maximizing the enhancement factor of the hot spot at a variety of widely used laser wavelengths. This setup can also be adapted for high-resolution imaging with a scarce decoration, similar to the one studied in Fig. 2. λexc(nm) 364 378 473 488 532 547 633 688 700 λeg(nm) 378 400 505.5 524 579 600 717 800 819 TABLE I. λexc(nm) and λeg(nm) values for a maximum enhancement of hot spot intensity in the off-resonant excitation.
In Figs. 1-4 , we demonstrate the off-resonance operation phenomenon for a hot spot in a tip-Au substrate gap. A demonstration of the same phenomenon for a hot spot at the apex of an AFM tip without the presence of an Au substrate is provided in the Supplementary Materials [34] .
D. Comparison with the analytical model
. We also estimate a coupling parameter, f , by comparing our analytical model with the 3D results. A fit for the damping rates of the 3 plasmon modes, λ1,2,3 =581, 621 and 731 nm in Fig. 1, yieldshγ1,2 In (a), we not only obtain an extremely small signal, but the signal almost does not vary within the scanned (±5nm × ±5nm) region, since the radius of curvature of the AFM tip is too large. The nanoparticle is assumed to be a fluorescent dye, which emits at a frequency other than λeg =532 nm. nm, we obtainhf 0.19 eV. This is a typical value close to the estimates of similar studies in the literature [39] . We observe that f is close to the damping rates, which points out an intermediate coupling regime [40, 41] . Actually, independent of the coupling regime, Eq.(5) informs one that off-resonance operation takes place owing to the cancellation of the nonresonant term, (ωexc − ωj), in the denominator, whether it is in the strong or weak coupling regime [42, 43] . When we consider coupling to all three modes, we obtain a similar fj value [44] . Presence of an aux molecule with λeg = 819 nm can increase the intensity below the molecule to 10 5 I0, for λexc =700 nm. This is 3 orders larger than the maximum value obtained at resonance in Fig. 1(b) . Phenomenon is not something specific to λexc =700 nm. For other choices of λeg, similarly, several orders of magnitude enhancement appears at other λexc.
E. Summary and Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate that an AFM tip can be operated at off-resonant wavelengths to its natural plasmon band, by decorating it with appropriate auxiliary molecules. The presence of a molecule not only changes the operation frequency of the hybrid structure but also enables an extremely high spatial resolution imaging by localizing field into a volume as small as a single molecule. We demonstrate that an enhancement of the field intensity as high as 4-orders of magnitude can be achieved. We also show on a single equation, Eq.(5), why such enhancement takes place at a certain wave-length. The denominator of this equation explicitly reveals the path interference (cancellation) effects. We also examine the spectrum of the off-resonant excitation for various illumination (laser) wavelengths. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS * These two authors contributed equally. MG and MET acknowledges support from TUBITAK Grant No. 117F118.
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